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 ive only been using linux since last year and ive heard a million times that the linux distros are hard to use and cli based, but this
is just not true at all. trying to sort a second screen resolution problem jojo123, you can use a pastebin Guest43313, can you

explain more? my second monitor has 1280x800, but when I log in and look at the display preference it is 1024x768 I have the
right resolution set up in the x.org conf but when I log in it is set to 1024x768 what method is used to define a theme for X? and
the second monitor won't show unless I am in a virtual terminal Guest43313: so you are using a ati card? is it a package (gnome-
tweak-tool, x-window-system-tweak)? geforce fx 5200 or is it a manual process? airtonix, it is a tool Dr_Willis, I don't think so,
I am using NVidia airtonix, sudo apt-get install gnome-tweak-tool ati cards have issues with ati driver or ati-drivers. the nvidia
driver should handle the ati ones just fine. Dr_Willis, it was working fine until I upgraded to hardy Guest43313, are you using

the proprietary nvidia driver? Dr_Willis, that is correct, I have installed the nvidia driver using envy and after the upgrade I was
getting an error in xorg.conf !envy | Guest43313 Guest43313: EnvyNG is a program to install newer version of nVidia or ATi

drivers, it can be found in!Universe as "envyng-gtk" (for Gtk/Gnome) or "envyng-qt" (for Qt/KDE 520fdb1ae7
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